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Abstract

Protein macromolecules are known to play key roles in cellular processes. Solving
inverse design problems can allow us to control targeted cellular processes by de-
signing proteins optimized for downstream tasks. However, current fixed-backbone
protein design methods are limited to generating one type of secondary structure for
a set of design candidates, that are learned from distributions of a single modality
(either sequence or structure). To this end, we propose a diffusion-based generative
modelling method that co-designs sequence and structure properties for an arbitrary
distribution of proteins structures by optimizing over a function of a downstream
protein task. We demonstrate preliminary results of an equivariant joint diffusion
process for 2 modalities, with the goal of scaling to more modalities.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Protein structure and sequence generation has been approached from several angles: through multiple
sequence alignment [1], standard generative models [2], adaptive sampling methods [3], message
passing neural networks [4], and more recently, diffusion-based generative methods [5], [6]. However,
these works generate candidates from one type of protein representation, relying on either sequence
or 3D structure information to capture the variance that influences downstream task performance.
Generated structures or sequence identities are then inferred by using auxiliary oracles to predict
sequence recovery [4] or fold patterns [7]. As a result, nontrivial errors in approximations are
propagated in the inference process and generated candidates perform poorly when evaluated on
a set downstream tasks. Consequently, many deep-learning based inverse-design problems, where
models are trained to implicitly ‘learn the protein language’ and apply a learned set of rules to a latent
distribution to sample novel protein structures from. However, success with this method is limited by
the quality and quantity of the reference data used to train these models, and so generated candidates
perform poorly in downstream tasks as they result in unstable or invalid structures – which only
become known during insilico testing. New representation learning methods that learn a rules-based
design protocol conditioned on physical and biomechanical priors are critical to be able to generate
design candidates for specified target responses.

To combat this, we propose a new diffusion-based generative modeling approach that seeks to learn
a representation of biological and physical prior information about a set of protein measurement
distributions that measure the same protein set. The complete view of a biological system can
be thought of to be recursively defined by protein conformations, molecular motions, and atomic
configurations. Proteins can be measured and represented through sequence identities, 3D structures,
homologous or evolutionary information, microscopy, energetics, molecular dynamics simulation
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data, enzyme activity (canonical reaction information), and text descriptions from data banks (in
addition to other measurements). From each of these measurement modes, we propose learning over
a mixture of distributions to implicitly learn which measurement mode captures the most variance
at each reconstructive time step in the reverse diffusion process. Without knowing the relative
contributions of different measurements (or modes) to protein fitness (as defined by the downstream
task) a priori, this method can scale to work with multiple distributions to define a more granular set
of design rules in approaching the protein-design problem.

2 Method

2.1 Diffusion Models

We build on the approach of Hoogeboom et al. [8] which uses a E(3) equivariant diffusion model to
learn to diffuse on categorical and continuous data types. We simultaneously diffuse on a concatenated
representation of 3 different distributions: 3D atom information, associated attributes [5] and a latent
representation of sequence identities associated with a residue. The set of samples is thus modified
to (xi, hi, si)i=1,...,M , where xi ∈ R3, hi ∈ Rnf , si ∈ R128 (number of features from the latent
embedding representation. We use a concatenated representation of [x,h, s] during the diffusion
process (see Appendix A for details).

The hi features are sinusoidal positional edge embeddings, developed in [5], which facilitate learning
interactions between the linear structure of sequential residues. They are therefore invariant to E(n)
transformations as proved in [9].

2.2 Data

Xstructure: 3D coordinates for C-α backbone atoms of a set of monomeric protein backbones. The
training set was constructed by filtering through the Protein Data Bank for monomeric proteins with
residues lengths between 48 and 128, and a resolution under 5 . The resulting set consisted of 5156
samples with 14 different corresponding CATH secondary structures (see appendix).

Xsequence: Sequence identities for the same 5156 PDB entries. Using variable length sequences
(with padding), we obtain a latent space representation from the learned embeddings in [10] for
the "discrete" diffusion case. The forward diffusion process is then applied to the latent variable
distribution. see appendix A for details.

3 Preliminary Results

We evaluate generated structures using Alpha Fold secondary structure predictions for generated
sequences.

We perform 3 individual diffusion model training processes:

• Structure-only diffusion: We train a diffusion model on only 3D C − α backbone atom
coordinates and the associated node attributes, as demonstrated in [cite satoras].

• Sequence-only diffusion: We train a diffusion model on the latent representation of discrete
protein sequences. We extract the learned embeddings from the CARP model [10] for the
given protein sequence data and perform the full forward diffusion process on the latent
representation. We then use the CARP decoder to reconstruct generated sequences from the
latent space to feature space.

• Sequence and structure joint diffusion: We perform the full joint diffusion on a concate-
nated representation of 3D atom information, node attributes and a latent representation of
sequence identities, [x,h, s].

To prove the validity of the assumption that the diffusion model that learns correlations between
sequence and structure feature distributions generate more realistic structures, we compare generated
sequences from the sequence and structure diffusion model to the generated sequences from the
sequence diffusion model. We evaluate the validity of the sequences by obtaining the Alpha Fold
[7] folding pattern and comparing it to the original label that the sequence is most similar to from
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the training set. We show that for a random set of 10 structures that we trained on, the joint
sequence-structure diffusion model has a higher accuracy for structure validation.

Figure 1: Schematic of graph convolutional network with data representation of 3D atom data, node
attribute data, sequence data, modified from [9].

Figure 2: Training and validation loss curves for joint sequence-structure diffusion.

Figure 3: Structure prediction validation from generated sequences using Alpha Fold [7].
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4 Future Directions

Our future directions are multi-fold:

• Validate the generated structures through protein backbone geometrical constraints.
• Condition the model on energetics and other empirical measurement data to be able to

optimize for downstream protein tasks (such as binding and localization).
• Design a weighting scheme to learn which modes of protein data measurements capture the

most variance in feature space and latent space to guide the reconstruct process for targeted
protein binding tasks.

5 Conclusion

This very preliminary work of joint diffusion to learn how measurement data of the same biological
system can be understood as hierarchical distributions through a diffusion modeling process. Fur-
thermore, we anticipate that we will be able to exploit this hierarchy for more granular and targeted
design tasks. We are particularly excited about this initial work as it shows potential for success in
design tasks across multiomic scales.

A Appendix

A.1 Protein Notation

A: the set of 20 naturally occurring amino acids
N-residue protein: s ∈ AN

C-α backbone coordinates (3D): x = [[xα1 ,xβ2 ], [xα2 ,xβ2], ...[xαN
,xβN

]]T ∈ RN,3

Protein structure label: y

Structures:

• mainly alpha: orthogonal bundle, up-down bundle, alpha horseshoe, alpha solenoid, al-
pha/alpha barrel

• mainly beta: ribbon, single sheet, roll, beta barrel, clam, sandwich, trefoil, prism
• alpha beta: roll, super roll, alpha-beta barrel, 2-layer sandwich, alpha-beta prism, box,

alpha-beta complex

A.2 Forward Diffusion

• Diffusion on the joint sequence/structure distribution simultaneously, both approach the
isotropic Gaussian distribution

• 2 simultaneous diffusion processes for structure and sequence distributions with respective
noise steps q(xt|xt−1) = N (xt;

√
1− βtxt−1, βtI)

– qstruct(xstruct,1:T |xstruct,0) =
∏T

t=1 q(xstruct,t|xstruct,t−1)

– qseq(xseq,1:T |xseq,0) =
∏T

t=1 q(xseq,t|xseq,t−1)

• Forward process starts from sample x(0) from data distribution q with density q(x(0))

• Cosine variance schedule, β(1), β(2), ...β(N):
βt = clip(1− ᾱt

ᾱt−1
, 0.999) ᾱt =

f(t)
f(0) where f(t) = cos

(
t/T+s
1+s · π

2

)
(can be tuned in

the process).

• Iteratively add noise at each timestep t, when t = T , x(T ) ∼ N (x(T ); 0, I)
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A.3 Reverse Process

• We choose ϵθ to be the µθt, βt predictor; a standard roto-translational invariant neural
network, such that

– µθ(x
(t), t) = 1√

α(t)
(x(t) − β(t)√

1−α(t)
ϵθ(x

(t), t))

– α(t) := 1− β(t)

– α(t) :=
∏t

s=1 α
(t)

• During training:

– Marginally sample x(t) ∼ q(x(t) | x(0)) from the forward process as x(t) =√
α(t)x(0) +

√
1− α(t)ϵ

– Minimize the objective: T−1
∑T

t=1 Eq(x(0)|x(t))[∥ϵ− ϵθ(x
(t), t)∥2] by some stochastic

optimization algorithm where Losstotal = Lossstructure + Losssequence. Weighting
the sequence/structure losses relative to each other will be explored in training.

• Generate samples: By simulating the reverse process, sample noise at t = T : x(T ) ∼
N (0, I)

• From pθ(x
(0)) for t = T − 1, ...0, simulate x(t) ∼ pθ(x

(t) | x(t+1))
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